What’s new on the website?

- A new gender inclusive version of the Home Institution Declaration is now available to download.
- Information about the use of CERNBox and data privacy has been added for all those new to the application.
- The page dedicated to Health Insurance for CERN MPAs has been updated following the introduction of the new Allianz Healthcare Plan.
- An updated version of the «To Do After Registration» checklist for newcomers is available, focusing on the duties of MPAs as well as on all the CERN services available to them (Onboarding; Ombuds; Medical Service; Staff Association; Learning & Development; Diversity; etc.).

Latest announcements

- A new version of the Team Leaders’ course, developed in collaboration with the Learning and Development team, is now available. The course, reviewed to be more interactive, fully gender inclusive and enriched with additional content, is available from your “My Learning” page of the CERN Learning Hub (click on the links or go to: lms.cern.ch > my learning > my training history > Team Leaders E-training).
- The new EDH Pre-Registration form, which allows you to register External Participants in an Experiment (persons who need to get a CERN computing account to carry out remote activities), was officially launched on 7 March 2022. The document is available on EDH and a dedicated help page has been prepared to guide you through the process.

Did you know?

Can you explain why a newcomer I just pre-registered received an email warning them about their computing account expiring, although the end date of the period of association specified in the PRT and in the HID is still far in the future?

Visit our FAQ pages for more useful tips!